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HYDRATIOUS DRINKING WATER MARKET 
Mankind over the last decade has seen a massive increase in the bottled drinking water 
market. The competition to supply this increased demand has created a shelf space war often 
based purely on price and smart advertising.   
 
Many consumers consider the basic liquid asset to be equally the same.  In fact, no two 
bottled waters are the same and yet our Vivifier technology allows the Bottler to produce 
consistent “Hydratious Drinking Water” in any country of the world to the desired standard.  
The immediate advantage to the producer (Bottler) is the substantial cost reduction in import 
shipping and infrastructure costs. 
 
Additionally, the Bottlers of “Hydratious Drinking Water” have the ability to determine their 
price and concentrate on recognised niche markets within their control. 

 

 
TECHNICAL BENEFITS 
• Reduced bacteria levels and reduced bacteria blooming ability – extended shelf life 
• smother viscosity (improved flow-rates) 
• Reduced surface tension 
• Removal of scale and sediment in boilers and pipe lines 
• Energy savings 
HYDRATIOUS DRINKING WATER BENEFITS 
• Wetter water – added ability for the body organs to hydrate and absorb water 
• Increased Oxygen potential – Increasing oxygen in the blood cells increases energy 

levels 
• Hydratious water detoxifies body organs 
• Hydratious water may reduce the effects of alcohol on the body 
• Reduction in the bodies E-smog caused electro imbalances – reducing stress levels 
• Hydratious water directly benefits long haul flight passengers – reduced jet lag 
• Increased body absorption of commercially produced nutrients and vitamins 

 
       MARKETS FOR HYDRATIOUS DRINKING WATER. 
 

• Added shelf space in retail outlets 
• Professional Sports clubs and football clubs need hydratious water as do 
• Professional Sports personalities 
• Golfing Centres 
• Night Clubs 
• Hospitals 
• Schools and Universities. 
• Airline Companies 
• Armed Forces 
• Day Spas 
• Fine Dinning Hotels 
• Retirement Villages/Aged Care 
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HYDRATIOUS WATER BENEFITS THE BODY 
 
The quality of the water you drink has a profound effect on our health and well-being. It is 
vitally important that we drink water of top quality. This does not simply mean free of bacteria; 
the water must also be hydratious. Water is the carrier of all nutrients to our cells and the 
vehicle for the elimination of toxins. Vivifiers improve the quality of any drinking water by 
making water wetter and with an inbuilt bio vibrational resonance. 
 
Instead of adding colloidal minerals to water in a form that does not exist in natural water 
sources, Vivifiers instead create effective and efficient hydration into the cells of the body by 
changing drinking water into a biocompatible type of water based on the frequency signature 
of water. The frequency signature of drinking water needs to be in harmony with that of living 
cells. The cells of the body will, gently and easily hydrate water when there is biocompatibility 
between the water and the cells of the body based on frequency (vibration).  
 
It is important to note that drinking water should have complete biocompatibility based on 
vibrational harmony between the cells of the body and drinking water. Even more than that, 
the frequency of water is the master controller of water hydration into the cells and out of the 
cells. Water needs to flow in and out of the cells easily and should not be trapped inside the 
cells (which can happen with colloidal mineral water products and other altered water 
products) or outside the cells in the extra-cellular tissue. In this way, all the functional 
properties of water will unfold properly.  
 
When water is hydrated, it releases more oxygen to the cells because of internal molecular 
changes that have been noted by many water researchers investigating vibrationally and 
energetically balanced water. The angles between atoms literally change in the Vivified Water 
molecule, which in turn releases more oxygen to the cells. There are athletes who can attest 
to the benefits of drinking Activated Water. These athletes have reported a much higher 
aerobic metabolism from drinking Vivified Water during strenuous workouts. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
  
HOW VIVIFIERS CREATE HYDRATIOUS WATER 

Blood Cells before drinking 
Vivified water – poor energy 

Blood Cells after drinking 
Vivified water - Healthy 
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The explanation as to why Vivifiers are so effective in water treatment is simple. Spring Water 
has a molecular structure that is destroyed by the aggressive actions of a pumps impellor 
which "chop up” the original molecular structure. The original molecular structure ‘bonded’ the 
minerals together in long chains and stopped them from falling out of suspension. The pump 
destroys this structure and causes mineralization that in turn falls out of suspension to create 
scale and sedimentation. The molecular structure effect can be seen in nature; a natural 
spring pond shows little sign of mineral deposits around the edge of the pool, yet after a 
‘water fall’ many deposits are found at the waters edge. The ‘water fall’ has destroyed the 
molecular structure that held the minerals in suspension. Vivifiers create a technical force filed 
that recreates the molecular structure in any liquid. 
 
Vivifiers are created from technically enhanced minerals that produce a Bio frequency that re-
engineers the molecular structure of all liquids. When any liquid is passed through the Bio 
frequency the molecular structure of the liquid is reformed to a peak condition. 
 
Bio Technology Vivifiers are simply stated as a corrective measure restoring waters original 
molecular structure that was destroyed by the actions of a pump. Biotechnology Vivifiers are 
not magnetic and are not an electrical AC DC current alternator nor are they radioactive. 
Vivifiers produce a specific ‘Bio Field’ that bonds minerals into long molecular chains this is 
known as the adsorption effect. 
 
 The Vivifiers Bio Technology remedy locks minerals into the molecular structure stopping 
them from falling out of suspension. In turn, the new molecular structured water absorbs scale 
and any sediment that have previously been deposited onto the pipes and fittings. The 
mineral deposits are absorbed into the body of the water where they are simply washed away 
as they are unable to drop out of suspension. The new molecular structure also reduces 
surface tension in the water making it more viscous. 
 
 
BIO FREQUENCY – TRANSFERRED from water to any water liquid cell. 
HYDRATIOUS DRINKING WATER SIMPLE TESTS 
 
When treated by a Vivifier the Bio Frequency will stay in the water and again resonate to 
other liquids within the filed. The other liquids and cells look healthier appear younger and 
taste better. Imagine how good this energey is for the body! 
Natural resonating Bio Frequency transference can be simply demonstrated as follows 
 
 
1) Stand four glasses of Vivifier treated water in a 
circle. Place a sliced lemon and orange in the 
centre along with wine or whisky. Place a separate 
un-vivified glass of whisky and sliced Orange & 
lemon as a placebo/Control sample in a separate 
location at lest 5 metres apart.  After 30 minutes 
compare both test samples (Vivified items first), 
the Bio energised fruit will look younger and taste 
sweeter. The whiskey will look brighter and taste 
sweeter. See the difference! 
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2) Place a bottle of Bio Energised water in the fridge it will extend the shelf life of all the fruit. 
 
3) Test the Bio Energised water with a refractor-meter also known as a Brix Meter. The 
Vivified water will be much brighter. 
 
4) Test the Bio Energised waters viscosity. It will run much quicker. 
 
These simple tests demonstrate the power of Bio Energy and this has a massive sales 
potential in Asia as it is accepted as “Chi Energy”. 
 
We have never sold Vivifier technology as a medical benefit, yet they are used in many 
hospitals. We do not recommend that you use the technology to suggest any medical 
benefits, even though we know Vivified water has considerable health benefits.  
Vivified water has achieved some remarkable health results and I have included a few 
cuttings for your perusal only, to demonstrate that Vivified water has no negative effects. 
 
In the past testing of liquids was based on simple mineral content, pH values and D.O. 
measurements; normally there are no tests carried out to discover the importance of a liquids 
molecular structure or its hydratious levels. Twenty first century scientists in conjunction with 
quantum physicists are using Biotechnology to reveal and understand the effects of molecular 
structures in liquids.  
 
Significant research into the molecular structures in living organisms is evidenced every day 
in the research of D.N.A. The old medicines we used to fix our bodies dysfunctions are rather 
like the expensive old fixes used to treat water with the resulting ‘side effects’. Liquids are no 
different from the D.N.A. cells of living organisms, after all 80% of living cells contain water 
and the molecular structure of the water is equally important. To refute this is to fly in the face 
of significant evidence, research, and knowledge. 
 
 
 
Ian Lyons  
 
 
 
 
Product 
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